Customs Notice No.3/2015
Concerning
"Inter-GCC Automated Transfer of Customs Duty – the Due Number"

Further to Customs Notice No. 02/2012, dated March 1st 2012, and for the purposes of computerizing, regulating and controlling customs procedures relating to electronic Makassa for customs statistical declarations – under which customs cleared duty-paid goods are moved and in implementation of the first phase of Automated Transfer of Customs Duty (ATCD) system;

The following has been decided:

1. An Inter-GCC Automated Transfer of Customs Duty (ATCD) system shall be implemented.

2. The Current Electronic Makassa stamp shall be replaced with the Due Number (Barcode).

3. The new Due Number (Barcode), consisting of (65) digits, shall be printed on the back of the Customs declaration.

4. These procedures came into force as of 27th October 2015.

Ahmed Mahboob Musabih
Director of Dubai Customs